ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Day by day our communication becomes faster and simpler for internet. Every computer is connected virtually to each other through internet. Securing electronic data is gradually becoming important with the increasing dependency on the data interchange by the internet. Hence network security is the most focused topic among the researchers [1, 2, 3, 4] . Various cryptographic algorithms are available but each of them has their own merits and demerits. As a result continuous research works are going on in this field of cryptography to enhance the network security.
Based on symmetric key cryptography a new technique has been proposed where the plain text is considered as a stream of binary bits. Bit positions are jumbled up to generate the cipher text. A session key is generated using plain text information. The plain text can be regenerated from the cipher text using the session key information. Section 2 of this paper contains the block diagram of the proposed scheme. Section 3 deals with the algorithms of encryption, decryption and key generation. Section 4 explains the proposed technique with an example. Section 5 shows the results and analysis on different files with different sizes and the comparison of the proposed MBBJT with TDES [5] , AES [6] . Conclusions are drawn in the section 6.
THE SCHEME
The MBBJT algorithm consists of three major components:
Key Generation:
Decryption Mechanism:
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Encryption Algorithm:
Step 1. The plain text i.e. the input file is considered as a binary bit stream of finite no. of bits.
Step 2. This binary stream breaks into manageable-sized blocks with different lengths like 4 / 16 / 64 / 144 / 256 / 400 / ……….. [ (4n) 2 for n = 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ……. ] as follows: First n 1 no. of bits is considered as x 1 no. of blocks with block length y 1 where n 1 = x 1 * y 1 . Next n 2 no. of bits is considered as x 2 no. of blocks with block length y 2 where n 2 = x 2 * y 2 and so on. Finally n m no. of bits is considered as x m no. of blocks with block length y m (= 4) where n m = x m * y m . So no padding is required.
Step 3. Square matrix of order √y is generated for each block of length y. The binary bits of the block from MSB to LSB fit diagonally upward starting from ( √y , √y ) cell in a right to left trajectory into this square matrix.
Step 4. From the square matrix bits are taken column-wise from top to bottom to generate the encrypted block of length y.
Step 5. The cipher text is formed after converting the encrypted binary string into characters.
Decryption Algorithm:
Step 1. The encrypted file i.e. the cipher text is considered as a stream of binary bits.
Step 2. After processing the session key information, this binary string breaks into manageablesized blocks.
Step 3. Square matrix of order √y is generated for each block of length y. The binary bits of the block from MSB to LSB fit column-wise into the square matrix.
Step 4. The decrypted binary string is generated after taking the bits diagonally upward starting from ( √y , √y ) cell in a right to left trajectory from the square matrix.
Step 5. The plain text is reformed after converting the decrypted binary string into characters.
Generation of Session Key:
During encryption a session key is generated for one time use in a session of transmission to ensure much more security to MBBJT. This technique divides the input binary bit stream dynamically into 16 portions, each portion is divided again into x no. of blocks with block length y bits. The final (i.e. 
EXAMPLE
To illustrate the MBBJT, let us consider a two letter's word "Go". The ASCII values of "G" and The encrypted binary string is formed after taking the bits column-wise from top to bottom from above the square matrix as follows:
The equivalent decimal no. of two 8 bit binary numbers 11111010 and 10011100 are 250 and 156 respectively. 250 and 156 are the ASCII values of the characters ú (Latin small letter u with acute) and oe (Latin small ligature oe) respectively. So the word Go is encrypted as úoe.
For decryption, exactly reverse steps of the above are followed.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section the comparative study between Triple-DES (168bits), AES (128bits) and MBBJT has done on 20 files of 8 different types with file sizes varying from 330 bytes to 62657918 bytes (59.7 MB). Analysis includes comparison of encryption time, decryption time, Character frequencies, Chi-square values, Avalanche and Strict Avalanche effects, Bit Independence. All implementation has been done using JAVA. Table I & Table II shows the encryption time and decryption time for Triple-DES (168bits), AES (128bits) and proposed MBBJT against the different files. Proposed MBBJT takes very less time to encrypt/decrypt than Triple-DES and little bit more time than AES. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show the graphical representation of encryption time and decryption time against file size in logarithmic scale. 
ANALYSIS OF ENCRYPTION & DECRYPTION TIME
ANALYSIS OF CHARACTER FREQUENCIES
Analysis of Character frequencies for text file has been performed for T-DES, AES and proposed MBBJT. Fig.2(a) shows the distribution of characters in the plain text. Fig.2 
(b), 2(c), 2(d) show the characters distribution in cipher text for T-DES, AES and proposed MBBJT.
All three algorithms show a distributed spectrum of characters. From the above observation it may be conclude that the proposed MBBJT may obtain very good security. 
TESTS FOR NON-HOMOGENEITY
The test for goodness of fit (Pearson χ 2 ) has been performed between the source files and the encrypted files. The large Chi-Square values (compared with tabulated values) may confirm the high degree of non-homogeneity between the source files and the encrypted files. Table III shows the Chi-Square values for Triple-DES (168bits), AES (128bits) and proposed MBBJT against the different files.
From Table III 
STUDIES ON AVALANCHE EFFECTS, STRICT AVALANCHE EFFECTS AND BIT INDEPENDENCE CRITERION
Avalanche & Strict Avalanche effects and Bit Independence criterion has been measured by statistical analysis of data. The bit changes among encrypted bytes for a single bit change in the original message sequence for the entire or a relative large number of bytes. The Standard Deviation from the expected values is calculated. The ratio of calculated standard deviation with expected value has been subtracted from 1.0 to get the Avalanche and Strict Avalanche effect on a 0.0 -1.0 scale. The value closer to 1.0 indicates the better Avalanche & Strict Avalanche effects and the better Bit Independence criterion. Table IV, Table V & Table VI show the Avalanche effects, the Strict Avalanche effects & the Bit Independence criterion respectively. Fig.4(a) , Fig.4(b) & Fig4(c) show the above graphically. In Fig.4(a) & Fig.4(b) , the y-axis which represent the Avalanche effects & the Strict Avalanche effects respectively has been scaled from 0.97 -1.0 for better visual interpretation. 
CONCLUSION
MBBJT, the proposed technique in this paper is simple, easy to understand and easy to implement. The key information varies from session to session for any particular file which may enhance the security features. Results and Analysis section indicates that the MBBJT is comparable with industry accepted standards T-DES and AES. The performance of MBBJT is significantly better than T-DES algorithm. For large files, MBBJT is at par with AES algorithm. Therefore the proposed technique is applicable to ensure high security in message transmission of any form and is suitable for any sort of file transfer.
